JOINERY
ELEGANT LIGHTING SOLUTIONS

JOINERY LIGHTING
CONSIDERATIONS
Joinery lighting is a great architectural lighting tool, which
adds an indirect softness and at the same time creates a
feature in the room. Here are a few elements to consider to
help you select the right choice:SURFACES
Think about the surfaces used by your joinery. If they are
reflective such as mirror, glass or marble, then you will need
to ensure you minimise glare. If your surface is matt, this is
less of an issue.
JOINERY CONTENT
Consider what are you displaying on your shelves before
you start. This will help ensure the right lighting to suit the
objects you wish to show.
EYELINE
Always ensure that the light is concealed from your eyeline
to minimise glare. For example on stairs or shelving,
consider using an upstand, fitting or profile with a baffle to
shield the light source from view.
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VORSA DOT

Bring focus to what matters with the smallest track mounted
luminaire on the market – the Vorsa Dot.
FLOOD AND SPOT
With a choice of flood or spot luminaires, multiple different optics
and 5 different snoots, it allows your lighting to be as tailored as
your display.
VERSATILE INSTALLATION
An innovative proprietary track with multiple mounting options
offers maximum control with independent dimming levels.
FUNCTIONAL FINISHES
Both the Dot and track come in black and silver to suit your
interiors.

TECH SPEC
LUMENS:
CRI:
R9 VALUE:
CCT:
POWER:
SIZE:
BEAM:
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65LM
97
>90
2700K - 4000K
1.3W
Ø12 x 31mm high
17°/26°/42°/98°
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MINIM

MINIM

LUCCA 30

The Minim is a miniature luminaire which revolutionises

The Lucca 30 is a versatile luminaire that can be used in

joinery lighting, so tiny it disappears into your scheme. It

different ways to illuminate your joinery. Whether you are

may be small but delivers over 70 lumens and a high CRI of

lighting columns, arches, window reveals, steps or shelving,

97 showing objects in their true light. The Minim comes in

the mini Lucca 30 is an ideal solution. Being IP67, it can also

various beam widths and finishes to suit your display.

be used to light a niche in a bathroom.

TECH SPEC

TECH SPEC

LUMENS:
CRI:
CCT:
POWER:
BEZEL:
RECESS DEPTH:
BEAM:
FINISHES:
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70LM
97
2700K
1W
Ø15/20 with bezel
18/17.4mm with bezel
19°/40°/85°
Black, brass, bronze,
nickel, white

LUMENS:
CRI:
CCT:
POWER:
BEZEL:
RECESS DEPTH:
BEAM:
FINISHES:

73.4LM
>90
2700K
1W
Ø30
34mm
11°/18°
Black, brass, bronze,
stainless steel, white
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CONTOUR HD27

CONTOUR LINEAR

Our Contour LED strips can be used in numerous ways to

STAIR LIGHTING

light up your joinery.

Contour LED strip can be concealed under each stair tread
to create incredible floating effects on open stairs.

BACK LIGHTING
One of our favourites is to back light shelving. This throws
the objects into silhouette creating a dramatic effect.

PROFILES
We offer a range of profiles to house the LED strip. These
not only ensure easier installation but also protect and
FRONT LIGHTING

shield the light source and help avoid a “dotty” look.

This technique is ideal when you what to show more detail
of the object or when lighting books.

TECH SPEC
LUMENS:
CRI:
CCT:
POWER:
SIZE:
BEAM:
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810LM/m
97
3000K/2700K/2400K
9W
8 X 2mm
120°
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ETTA

ETTA EYELID

UNDER CABINET LIGHTING

MINIMISE GLARE

The Etta is a precision engineered under cabinet luminaire

When the viewing angle is likely to create a direct eye line

that can also be used for recessed task and display lighting.

to the fitting, consider using a low glare alternative such as

It is suitable for under shelf lighting, bespoke cabinetry,

the Etta Eyelid. The luminaire has a small baffle to shield

kitchens and marine lighting.

your gaze from the light so just the effect is seen.

TECH SPEC

TECH SPEC

LUMENS:
CRI:
CCT:
POWER:
BEZEL:
RECESS DEPTH:
BEAM:
FINISHES:
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176LM
>91
2700K
2W
Ø46
18mm
100°
Aluminium, bronze, white

LUMENS:
CRI:
CCT:
POWER:
BEZEL
RECESS DEPTH:
BEAM:
FINISHES:

158LM
>91
2700K
2W
Ø46
18mm
100°
Aluminium, bronze, white
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VORSA DOT

INSPIRE WITH LIGHT
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